Early Melanoma Detection Based on Chromatic Descriptors and Machine Learning Algorithms
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Abstract: This article proposes a pigmented nevi classification methodology such to early detect melanoma. This is a deadly type of skin cancer with an alarming continuous growth in incidence. The proposed classification strategy can be applied on color conventional images; it is based on chromatic descriptors of the skin lesions and uses support vector machines for classification. For the identification of the most reliable chromatic descriptors (normalized histograms), the following color models are investigated: RGB, three normalized RGB versions, HSV, Ycbcr and Opponent color model. On a 604 conventional images database (138 images of melanomas), a sensitivity and specificity of 78% and, respectively, 82% in detecting melanoma is obtained. Out of 19 images of melanoma in situ (stage 0 tumors), only one is misclassified as benign. By using a larger database it is expected that the accuracy of the proposed classification procedure can be increased.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Skin cancer diagnosis based on automatic algorithms is a challenging task and a hot research subject because skin cancer is one of the most common malignancies in populations with I-III phototypes (fair skin). It is estimated that 50% of the cancers that are annually detected are of this type and the incidence increases from year to year with a substantial and alarming rate (Little et al., 2012). This increase is reflected in the degree of morbidity and mortality associated with these diseases and, respectively, with increased treatment costs. For example, in the US, 2 million BCC and SCC and 75 000 MM are detected annually.

Skin cancer can be largely divided (considering those with high incidence) in two main classes: melanoma (MM) and non-melanoma (NMSC). Melanoma is the most aggressive, with high morbidity and mortality associated rate if not detected in its early stages. It is characterized by abnormal color and shape and rapid development.

Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common form (75%) of NMSC and has an associated mortality rate much lower than MM. It appears in the form of small pearly elevations. Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) represents about 20% of NMSC and its associated risks are lower than those of MM. It appears as small red elevations or ulcers that do not heal.

The diagnosis of these lesions is normally performed by dermatologists by clinical inspection (visual), dermoscopy or other non-invasive methods of diagnosis. Early diagnosis (incipient phase) of these lesions is of paramount importance, since it leads to improved treatment outcome and lower treatment costs. Diagnosis is a subjective process, and the doctors sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of MM, BCC and SCC varies from country to country and from urban to rural areas. Also, patients often address the general practitioner about these diseases, and these are not familiar with these health conditions; this leads to poor diagnostic accuracy (sensitivity around 65%). The gold standard in dermatology, for these cases remains the histopathology result, but this involves invasiveness (lesion excision).

In general, dermatologists make their diagnosis based on the color, contour, texture, elevation properties of the mole. This method is called ABCDE (Asymmetry, Border, Color, Diameter, Elevation). This is used for clinical inspection (and leads to sensitivity around 75%). The dermatologist sensitivity rises to around 85% when using a dermatoscope because this procedure reveals submacroscopic morphologic structures and vascular patterns that are located at different skin layers that are not visible with the naked eye.

Because of the difficulty and subjectivity of human interpretation and paramount importance of early detection (Weinstock et al., 2012), computerized analysis and classification of medical images obtained by standard (dermatoscopy, infrared and multispectral imaging, confocal microscopy) or conventional methods (high performance cameras) has become an important area of research.

In this context, diagnostic systems have been developed to offer dermatologists support in identifying skin cancers (e.g. MELAF - approved by the FDA in 2011 in the US). Typically, these systems are expensive, are not 100% accurate, are usually focused on the detection of MM and dedicated exclusively to healthcare professionals. Besides approved medical systems, there are a lot of proposals of automatic or semi-automatic diagnostic systems that analyze
standard medical or conventional images of skin lesions. Most aim to identify MM due to the high mortality associated with this disease (Alcón et al., 2010; Gilmore et al., 2009; Ramezani et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2005; Piantanelli et al., 2005). Fewer studies deal with the problem of identifying BCC and SCC (Stoecker et al., 2009; Cheng et al., 2011) because they are associated with lower morbidity, although, overall, they represent the skin cancers with higher incidence.

The skin lesions diagnosis procedure performed on dermoscopic or conventional images generally follows these steps: preprocessing (applying filters for improved image visualization, removing noise and artifacts); segmentation and contour extraction; texture, color and contour analysis in the delimited lesion area; relevant descriptor-parameters identification, and classification using these descriptors.

The methods involved in these steps vary greatly between different studies (Premaladha et al., 2014). In general, the procedure closely follows the identification of parameters according to the ABCDE method (although this procedure is not necessarily the most effective).

A number of popular segmentation and boundary extraction methods are as described in (Celebi et al., 2009). In addition there have been proposed methods with superior results in (Li et al., 2011; Schaefer et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011). Each method behaves differently depending on the type of lesion of interest, respectively, image type.

The parameters of interest - descriptors refer to the color, texture and contour properties of the analyzed lesion (Lee et al., 2005; Mete et al., 2011; Stoecker et al., 2011; Dalal et al., 2011).

The classification methods range from discriminant analysis, to support vector machines type. A comprehensive review on this topic is presented in (Maglogiannis et al., 2011). The degree of sensibility and specificity varies from study to study, mainly depending on the parameters selected for classification; used classifier; images types; image database size.

In the last 5 years, with the advent of smartphones phones equipped with powerful cameras and processors, the idea of developing mHealth (mobile health) applications for the analysis of conventional images acquired by general users (non-medical staff) in order to provide diagnosis (or at least an associated degree of risk) for skin lesions become of high interest. In this context, the main goal was identifying MM.

These applications follow largely the same steps, in order to classify lesions, as those proposed for medical image analysis and classification. However, there are at least 2 angles from which the problem of creating a diagnosis mHealth app that differentiates lesions is difficult:

1. the analyzed signals are nonstandardized color images acquired with mobile phones and present noise (hair, other marks and/or lesions, shadows and/or overexposed regions due to inhomogeneous illumination) and cannot be compare in terms of details and quality with dermoscopic images.

2. the analysis algorithms, however viable in the context of dermatoscopies will have lower performances in the context described above or, they could be even inapplicable (the case of those that analysis reveals submacroscopic morphologic structures and the vascular network).

The position of the medical world regarding these applications is controversial (Robson et al., 2012; Hamilton et al., 2012; Wolf et al., 2012); while the number of studies that present the accuracy of these applications is limited.

In this context, we are developing and constantly improving a medical app that offers a degree of risk associated to pigmented nevi. It was already subjected to a clinical trial and the conclusion was that it identifies MM with a sensibility of 73% and has a specificity of 83%. The risk assessment algorithm is based on fractal methods and classical image analysis methods and classification is made using a rule-based algorithm (Maier et al., 2015).

Following the study conclusions, we have developed an improved image acquisition methodology that acquires well focused, shadows free, centered and completely captured lesions (Udrea et al., 2014) and identify a series of additional shape and texture descriptors with high standalone sensibility and specificity (Udrea, 2015; Udrea et al., 2015).

As discussed above, the skin lesions medical evaluation is based on the ABCDE method and, to the present, we only evaluate texture and shape features.

In this study we present a series of color analysis methods and propose a classification procedure based on chromatic features analyzed over a series of color spaces and machine learning algorithms.

The chromatic descriptors analyzed in this study and the classification methods are presented in chapter 2 and the results, their interpretation and discussions follow in chapter 3.

2. MATERIALS AND METODS

2.1 Image preprocessing

For this study, 604 conventional images (acquired with a smartphone) are used. They contain normal nevi, dysplastic nevi and melanomas. The lesions’ type is confirmed by the histopathological results.

The lesions are investigated from chromatic perspective, so the lesions’ contours have to be identified in order to extract the lesion of interest from the image.

Segmentation and contour detection of skin lesions in non-standard color images is a difficult problem. Our approach is based on a series of steps:

1. the color image (Fig.1.a)) is transformed in a grey scale image
2. a median filter (window of 5X5 pixels) is applied
3. the grey scale image histogram is computed
4. Otsu method (Otsu, 1979) is used to identify the threshold that best separates the lesion from the surrounding skin (Fig. 1.b)

5. The grey level image is transformed into a binary image (the previously identified threshold is used)

6. All the connected sets of black pixels are identified (Fig. 1.c))

7. The largest set (the lesion) is localized and its contour is computed

8. The lesion is extracted from the color image based on the contour identified at the previous step (Fig. 1.d)).

This procedure is fast and offers good results. There is however a small percentage of cases (approx. 6%) where the lesion is not completely extracted or, besides the lesion, regions containing skin are included in the extracted region of interest.

This happens when the lesion’s color is similar to the skin color and/or the shadows level is elevated (Fig. 2).

We have not excluded these cases from our analysis because this might be happening in real functioning conditions.

---

2.2 Color descriptors based on normalized histograms

In this paper we analyze a series of color descriptors based on (normalized) histograms identified for a series of color spaces: RGB (red, green, blue), three normalized RGB versions, HSV (hue, saturation, value), Ycbcr and Opponent color model, where the transformations between RGB and the other color spaces are given below.

Each color space has its own properties and we are going to investigate each of them in order to detect the most suitable for lesion classification based on chromatic properties.

We investigate a large variety of color spaces because there is no general consent which performs best for image analysis of skin lesions.

The Opponent color space is obtained from RGB color space by using the next transformation (1):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
O_1 \\
O_2 \\
O_3
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{R-G}{\sqrt{2}} \\
\frac{R+G-2B}{\sqrt{6}} \\
\frac{R+G+B}{\sqrt{3}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The first normalized RGB color model, RGB\(_l\), uses the mean value on each channel (\(\mu\)) of the skin surrounding the lesion and this is subtracted from each image channel:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
R_l \\
G_l \\
B_l
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
R - \mu_{R_{\text{skin}}} \\
G - \mu_{G_{\text{skin}}} \\
B - \mu_{B_{\text{skin}}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

For the second normalized RGB color model, RGB\(_n\), is obtained by dividing each pixel value on a specific channel to the sum of its red, green and blue values:
For each considered color space, the normalized histogram (probability density function) for each channel (except for BN) is calculated for different histogram bins number.

For the third normalized RGB, RGB', the mean and standard deviation ($\sigma$) for each channel is used:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
R' \\
G' \\
B'
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{R - \mu_R}{\sigma_R} \\
\frac{G - \mu_G}{\sigma_G} \\
\frac{B - \mu_B}{\sigma_B}
\end{pmatrix}
\] (4)

For each considered color space, the normalized histogram we divide all the bins’ values $h(i)$ to $A$ – the number of lesion’s pixels (lesion’s area):

\[
h(i) = \frac{1}{A} \sum_{j=1}^{D/q} I_r(j), \ I_r(j) \in (i,i+1], \ i = 1, D/q
\] (5)

The normalized histograms are the chromatic descriptors investigated in this study.

2.3 Features extraction and selection and machine learning algorithms

The problem to solve implies a classification of skin lesions, based on chromatic descriptors. The k-th input data for either the training/learning or the classification/test step can be denoted as a pair containing a vector $X(k) \in R^d$ of chromatic features values and its correspondent class label $C(k) \in \{0,1\}$, where 1 stands for melanoma and 0 for benign lesions.

The set of features to be examined are denoted by:

\[
F = \{f_1, \ldots, f_d\}
\] (6)

The training set contains $N_w$ pairs and is given by:

\[
S_w = \{(X(i), C(i)) | i = 1, N_w\}
\] (7)

while the test set is given by:

\[
S_t = \{(X(i), C(i)) | i = 1, N_t\}
\]

In this case, we are dealing with a large number -d- of chromatic features $F$. If we consider all channels of all proposed color spaces for $q=1$, $d$ is larger than 4000.

We can diminish the number of bins for each histogram by 2, 4, 8, etc. in order to lower the number of features in $F$, but the number is still too large so we need a feature extraction or feature selection method to perform dimensionality reduction (Khalid et al., 2014). This improves overall learning performances and lowers computational complexity.

Feature selection methods preserve the features meaning and select a sub-set of lower dimension $d_s$ of the most reliable and relevant features - $F_s$ - to be used for classification. The features in F can be ranked by using different evaluation criteria/ranking evaluation functions.

Feature extraction methods produce a new feature space, of lower dimension - $d_s$:

\[
F_s = \{f'_1, \ldots, f'_s\}, d_s < d
\] (9)

The new features are combinations of the original features and their initial meaning is lost. Principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) are two widespread methods for features extraction. They both extract features by projecting the original features vectors into a new feature space. The difference between them is in the way the linear transformation matrix is computed.

PCA (Lindsay et al., 2002) generates a transformation matrix based on the largest variations in the initial feature space, while LDA takes into account the largest ratio of between-class variation and within-class variation when projecting the initial feature to a reduced space.

On the set of extracted or selected chromatic features a series of classification algorithms can be applied. In this paper we consider the following two: support vector machines (SVM) and K nearest neighbor (KNN). In our case, the classification algorithm output is categorical: 0 (benign) and 1 (melanoma).

KNN (Bhatiaet al., 2010) is a simple algorithm based on the idea of storing all available training points and classifying new entries using a similarity measure (e.g. distance functions). A new point is classified using the majority vote of its neighbors, and it is assigned to the class most common amongst its K nearest neighbors measured by a distance function.

SVM (Byun et al., 2002) is a large margin classifier. This method identifies the hyperplane(s) such that the nearest training point position is the furthest from the considered hyperplane(s). The support vectors are the training points that are the closest to the hyperplane(s).

We measure the classifiers’ performances in terms of sensibility ($S_s$) and specificity ($S_p$) in detecting melanoma:
where: TP (true positive) stands for the number of melanomas correctly identified, FN (false negative) is the number of melanomas that are not correctly identified, TN (true negative) is the number of benign lesions that are correctly identified and FP (false positive) the number of benign lesions that are not correctly identified as normal.

We are interested in both high sensibility and specificity.

It is known that the classification features number \(d_c\) or \(d_s\) influence the classification results so in the next section we are going to test the performances varying the number of features used for the learning and classification phases. We are interested to determine the classifier with the best \(S_s\) and \(S_p\) for a range of features number.

3. RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY

3.1 Statistical results for different color channels and models, classification features number and classifiers

For this study, 604 images were acquired: 342 contain normal nevi (benign), 124 dysplastic nevi (benign) and 138 melanomas. The lesions’ type is confirmed by the histopathological results. Considering the system proposed by the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) for The Melanoma of the Skin Staging, 37 images present clinical Stage 0, Tis primary tumours (melanomas in situ). This being the earliest stage in the development of the tumour, detection is of paramount importance.

The images are divided into a training set and a test set each containing 233 images of benign lesions and 69 images of melanomas. In the test set contains 19 images of melanomas in situ.

The normalised histograms for each color channel of each color model, for different quantisation levels \(q=1,2,4,8,16\) are computed. For \(q=4\) the best results were obtained. They are presented and discussed below.

Two data dimensionality reduction methods: feature selection and features extraction methods are used and compared. For feature selection we use t-test and for feature extraction we apply PCA.

For our study we consider a linear SVM algorithm and a KNN algorithm with the Euclidean distance as similarity measure.

We are interested to identify the color channels/ spaces that can be used for melanoma identification with best results. To that end, we compute the \(S_s\) and \(S_p\) for each channel and color space when using feature selection and feature extraction methods combined with a KNN and respectively SVM classifier.

We vary the number of selected/extracted features. We observe the variations in \(S_s\) and \(S_p\) with the features number (Fig. 3). We consider that the appropriate features number is \(d_c\) or \(d_s\), such that \(S_s\) and \(S_p\) maintain approximately the same values in the interval \([d_c-\Delta, d_c+\Delta]\) or, respectively, \([d_s-\Delta, d_s+\Delta]\), where \(\Delta\) large enough.

![Fig. 3. Sensibility and specificity function of the features number used for classification.](image)

The \(S_s\) and \(S_p\) for all combinations of dimensionality reduction methods and classifications methods, for all color spaces and, respectively, each of their channels are presented in tables 1-4.

**Table 1.** \(S_s\) and \(S_p\) for each channel when using feature selection for dimensionality reduction and KNN and, respectively, SVM as classification methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Channel</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(S_s)</td>
<td>(S_p(d_s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>80(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>82(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>81(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>79(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>83(36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>83(33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>80(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>79(36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>77(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cb</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>84(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>85(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>80(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>82(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R’</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>82(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G’</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>78(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B’</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>82(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rl</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>80(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gl</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>77(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bl</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>84(34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Ss and Sp for each color space when using feature selection for dimensionality reduction and KNN and, respectively, SVM as classification methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color space</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ss</td>
<td>Sp(d,s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>88(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opponent</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>77(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YcbCr</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>83(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB'</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>76(40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB''</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>88(37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ss and Sp for each channel when using feature extraction for dimensionality reduction and KNN and, respectively, SVM as classification methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Channel</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ss</td>
<td>Sp(d,e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>81(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>71(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>91(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>91(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>72(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>73(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>76(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>80(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cb</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>79(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>83(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_N</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>82(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_N</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>80(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R'</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>69(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G'</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>70(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>64(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_l</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>91(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_l</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>70(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B_l</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>72(20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Ss and Sp for each color space when using feature extraction for dimensionality reduction and KNN and, respectively, SVM as classification methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color space</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ss</td>
<td>Sp(d,e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>84(33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>82(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opponent</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>72(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YcbCr</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>78(40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB_N</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB''</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB''''</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>83(37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Discussion

On the quantisation level: For low quantisation levels (e.g., q=1 or 2) the noise influences on the histogram has greater impact compared to the case of higher quantisation levels. Also, neighbour bins refer to colors that are not substantially different.

For high quantisation levels (e.g., q=8 or 16) the information contained on each color channel can be dramatically lost, thus leading to poor results.

As it can be observed from Fig. 4, one cannot find a stable enough domain in terms of features number such that Ss and Sp have approximately the same value.

On the color spaces and color channels: The poorest results were obtained for the RGB’ and RGB'' color spaces, followed closely by Opponent color space. However, O1 color channel leads to good results.

On the dimensionality reduction method: Fracture extraction (PCA) leads to better results than feature selection (t-test), both in terms of classification results and classification stability function of features number for both classifiers.

On the classification method: Overall, in terms of specificity and sensitivity, SVM performs better than KNN, independent to the dimensionality reduction method applied to the features set.

Moreover, in the case of SVM, the domain for which Ss and Sp maintain approximately constant values tends to be more pronounced than in the case of KNN.

3.3 Proposed classification methodology and obtained results

Taking into consideration all these facts, we consider for analysis, as features set, the normalised histograms for the RGB, HSV, RGB, and YcbCr color models, and, respectively, for the Opp1 channel. The normalised histograms are computed for q=4. Data dimensionality reduction is...
performed using PCA, SVM is used as classification method and we investigate the classification results ($S_s$ and $S_p$) function of the number of extracted features. The results are presented in Fig.4.

For the following extracted features domain: [30,47], we expect that the sensitivity is at least 78% and the specificity 82% (Fig 5). The best obtained results are: 83% sensitivity and 86% specificity, when considering 36-39 extracted features for classification.

Considering the extracted features domain: [30, 47], out of 19 images of melanomas in situ, only one was misclassified as benign. This shows that the proposed strategy is indeed viable for early detection of this deadly type of cancer.

The obtained sensibility and specificity surpass by far the general practitioner sensitivity and specificity and approach the accuracy of the dermatologist clinical diagnosis.

This is a valuable result considering that this level of accuracy is obtained using only the color information that we have on the imaged lesion.

By combining this information on the lesion’s color with a series of texture and shape descriptors, we are confident to attain superior classification results.

The proposed strategy has an overall sensitivity and specificity in detecting melanoma of at least 78% and, respectively, of 82% (considering 30 to 47 extracted features).

Moreover, in this study only, out of 19 images of melanomas in situ (incipient stage) just one was misclassified. This is a very important result because the most stringent problem is recognising this type of cancer early in its development, when mortality rate is low and curative measures can be taken.

By using a larger training set and by including the chromatic descriptors along with shape and texture descriptors for classification, we expect to obtain higher sensitivity and specificity values.

At this point our goal is to detect melanoma, especially melanoma in situ (earliest stage). Future work will establish if we can extend the classification method based on chromatic descriptors to classify melanoma accordingly to the clinical staging system proposed by AJCC.
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